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Bundled together for the first time! Over 1200 pages of riveting vampiric urban fantasy. Harsh Line My very existence is under
attack. I’ve kept a low profile, told myself the craziness sweeping the world would pass me by. Yeah, it was wishful thinking,
actually an outright lie, but it’s kept me sane. I’ve been hiding out forever in one guise or another. Currently, I run a nightclub.
Ascent is an “ask me no questions, and I’ll tell you no lies” haven. For everybody. I’m a Vampire. Far be it from me to judge. My
closest ally is a shapeshifting dire wolf. I adopted him when he was a scrawny puppy, but I’m getting ahead of my tale. The fragile
détente between supernaturals and humans has crashed and burned. I can’t avoid the truth any longer. Lucky for me, mortals
don’t know exactly what I am. When I moved to Seattle, some vampiric sixth sense urged me to play my cards close to my vest,
but I’m done burying my secrets. And my power. Warped Line I chose stasis—a long sleep—for me and two of mine. Hard to time
these things, but we woke in the eye of a cyclone. When I went to sleep—to avoid being drained of magic and blood by dark
Sorcerers—Vampires weren’t exactly on the endangered species list, but not many of us are left. No one ever accepted us. Not
mortals and not others with power, either. At least one of those dams has developed a few cracks. Supernaturals aren’t quite
welcoming, but they’ll take help from any quarter. Mortals have declared war on magic, and they won’t rest until we’re all sitting in
iron-clad prisons. What a bunch of cowards. If they weren’t hiding behind false humanitarian walls, they’d be honest about their
intentions and do their damnedest to kill us outright. Cracked Line Vampires don’t fall in love. Except I did. Not the best decision of
my long life. I definitely cracked an unspoken line, but Ariana trounced me as far as line-crossing went. Very few acts constitute
crimes in Vampire circles. Hers was the worst. I fled to the Old Country to buy myself thinking time. I still loved her, but what she’d
done was so vile I couldn’t set it aside. We face huge problems, but I’m tackling them one by one. I’ll return to Ariana’s side, but
perhaps only as her comrade-in-arms. Time will tell if we can be more to each other. Time and circumstances. In a world without
magic, Vampires will wither along with every other magic-wielder. I cannot let that happen. Broken Line In all my years as a
Vampire, hundreds of them, I never imagined humans would be anything other than food. Rich, pure, delectable blood. Prey that
fought back never posed a problem. Mortals couldn’t stand against those of us with supernatural ability. That world still exists, but
it’s taken a backseat to humans who’ve joined forces with turncoat mages. Mortals were never meant to wield power. Over the
long haul, they’re sure to be very sorry for the choices they’ve made. Maybe someday I’ll be a humble innkeeper again, but it’s so
far in the future I can’t even think about it. Nope. For now, all I see is blood. Rivers of it, and not running down my gullet, either. On
the plus side, I have good friends, powerful allies, and a Vampire who loves me. We have to come through this unscathed. Have
to. I’m Ariana Hawke, and I take care of what’s mine.
“Arguably Spain’s most significant contemporary literary figure” (Joanna Kavenna, The New Yorker) Gathered for the first time in
English, and spanning his entire career, Vampire in Love offers a selection of the Spanish master Enrique Vila-Matas’s finest short
stories. An effeminate, hunchbacked barber on the verge of death falls in love with a choirboy. A fledgling writer on barbiturates
visits Marguerite Duras’s Paris apartment and watches his dinner companion slip into the abyss. An unsuspecting man receives a
mysterious phone call from a lonely ophthalmologist, visits his abandoned villa, and is privy to a secret. The stories in Vampire in
Love, selected and brilliantly translated by the renowned translator Margaret Jull Costa, are all told with Vila-Matas’s signature
erudition and wit and his provocative questioning of the interrelation of art and life.
Discovering the mother that you thought was dead for over a decade is very much alive can shake your world. Even more so
would be to discover that she has become a mutant-vampire leader and has promised you in marriage to a wicked vampire king in
order to unite the two kingdoms. Now, let's combine that with the fact that the bearer of such news is a hot and sexy guy who turns
out to be a vampire and he steals your heart. Then, complicate it even more with the fact that he has an equally hot vampire
brother vying for your love and who you also have feelings for and you get an idea of Casey's dilemma in this sizzling, action
packed first book of paranormal romance thriller trilogy. HERE IS WHAT A FEW READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT BOOK ONE
OF THE STEAMY AND EXCITING VAMPIRE TRILOGY... "Whoa!! I desperately want to grab the next book in the series now! The
brilliant synopsis and early reviews create such a hype before you even open the book... you feel like you already know the
characters. I thought it would spoil some of elements of surprise but no it doesn't. The story is fast paced, gripping, emotional and
steamy!! I can't recommend this book highly enough and I will be adding this epic author to my fave list." "It grabbed my attention
and I seriously couldn't put it down until I finished it that same day! The plot was excellent. Definitely different from anything I've
read. All the characters were well thought out and I felt like I really knew them. This book just sucked me in, I just cannot say
enough good things. This author goes to the top of my favs list!" "I will never look at a paranormal book about vampires the same
again. This book deals with humans, mutant humans, vampires, mutant vampires, a New World Order after a nuclear war, and the
hatred between the groups. ..... What happens throughout this book had me unable to put it down, but man alive it was intense!
One of those reads that if I said anything else about this book, I would be giving away key pieces. ..... There are so many things
going on in this book. Things that I did not expect to happen did. Things that I did expect to happen did not. The intrigue, mystery,
and thrills in this book kept me on my toes." "This book was so good! From the first page I was hooked and it only got better. The
romance was sweet and a bit forbidden. The story was intense and fast paced and kept my attention the entire time. The
characters were very well developed and relatable. I just really enjoyed this story and highly recommend it." "Vampire Witch, by
Eileen Sheehan, is a steamy new adult novel guaranteed to smoke your socks off if you like hot vampire romance." "This story is
told beautifully. Pick up this book. You will not be disappointed." "Well worth 5 stars."
New York Times bestselling author Kerrelyn Sparks delivers the exciting conclusion in the Love at Stake series, where a Marineturned-vampire finds love with the shifter princess forbidden to him. Russell wakes from a coma to find he's become a vampire.
Now he has a thirst for revenge. Determined to hunt down the master vampire who turned him, he's used to working alone - until
he meets Jia. She is after the same vampire for murdering her parents and insists she can help Russell on this mission.
Reluctantly, he agrees, and sets up some ground rules: Rule #1: Their partnership is strictly business. If he holds her a little too
close . . . if she looks at him with those exotic eyes . . . well, that has to stop. Rule #2: He's in charge. Jia isn't used to taking
orders and questions every move he makes. So he stops her the only way he knows how. Rule #3: Don't fall in love. But the kiss
that was supposed to quiet her awakens something else in him . . . something forbidden. Because Jia is engaged. To someone
else.
The Immortal Who Loved Me
Cataclysm, Books 1-4
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Vampire in Love
The Devil's Angel
The Wolf Who Saved Me
Book 1 of Vampire Witch Trilogy
BITING IS SO LAST SEASON. A vivacious vampire with a flair for accessorizing, Lil Marchette is unlike most of her kind. She prefers lively
shades of pink to dismal black (soo not her color), plus she’s a hopeless romantic. In need of a steady paycheck to support a compulsive
cosmetics habit, Lil starts Dead End Dating (DED), a Manhattan-based matchmaking service that helps smart, sophisticated singles like herself
find eternity mates–and may even help her stake a claim to her very own Count Right! When Lil meets geeky vampire Francis Deville, she
knows he’s the perfect first client. If she can hook up Francis–after a little revamping, of course–she will prove her skills to the vampire
community and turn DED into the hottest dating service in the Big Apple. But just as her business takes off, Lil meets the (literally) drop-dead
gorgeous bounty hunter Ty Bonner, who is hot on the chase of a serial killer. Instantly drawn to the luscious vamp stud, Lil really wants a taste.
But as a made vampire, Ty can’t procreate–and Lil will settle for nothing less. Luckily, between “vampifying” Francis and helping Ty solve his
murder mystery, Lil has no time for silly romantic entanglements . . . even if Ty is all that and a Bloody Mary chaser!
A whirlwind romance between an eccentric archivist and a grieving widow explores what it means to be at home in your own body in this
clever, humorous, and heartfelt novel. When archivist Sol meets Elsie, the larger than life widow of a moderately famous television writer who's
come to donate her wife's papers, there's an instant spark. But Sol has a secret: he suffers from an illness called vampirism, and hides from the
sun by living in his basement office. On their way to falling in love, the two traverse grief, delve into the Internet fandom they once unknowingly
shared, and navigate the realities of transphobia and the stigmas of carrying the "vampire disease." Then, when strange things start happening
at the collection, Sol must embrace even more of the unknown to save himself and his job. DEAD COLLECTIONS is a wry novel full of heart
and empathy, that celebrates the journey, the difficulties and joys, in finding love and comfort within our own bodies.
Jessica is a young and powerful witch on a desperate mission to find her soul-mate-a hot vampire king who haunts her dreams with steamy
memories of their blissful past life. The problem is that he could already be dead. To complicate matters further, a psychotic vampire is after
her. He wants the grimoire she stole. For protection, she can only rely on her best friend's family. When she arrives at Affinity, she is brought
closer to her goal. But encountering the man of her dreams is only half the battle. Convincing him that she is his reincarnated love may prove
to be next to impossible. Some memories should remain hidden. If unlocked, death will claim Jessica before her enemy. Although, her survival
won't matter if she faces a rejection that will shatter her very soul.
Toni Davis's Christmas wish list 1. Springing my best friend from the psych ward. 2. Living somewhere that doesn't have coffins in the
basement. Occupied coffins. 3. Finding Mr. Right. Please make him tall, dark, handsome, and alive. This Christmas isn't so merry for Toni. Her
best friend's been locked up in a mental hospital ever since she told the police she was attacked by vampires, and the only way for Toni to get
her out is to prove that bloodsuckers really do exist. So she's taken a job as a bodyguard for the Undead, but she gets more than she bargained
for, especially when she meets Ian MacPhie, a Scottish rascal looking for Ms. Right. Although Ian's nearly five centuries old, he looks and acts
like a twenty-seven-year-old hunk. How can a dead man be so damn sexy? Could Mr. Wrong be Mr. Right? One forbidden kiss could lead to an
eternity of passion—and all it takes is one moment under the mistletoe . . .
The Mammoth Book of Vampire Romance
Novella 1 in the Someone to Love Me Trilogy
Crouching Tiger, Forbidden Vampire
An Argeneau Novel
A Novel
The Vampire Chronicles
Olivia's packing list: 1. Sunscreen 2. Bathing suit 3. Flip-flops FBI psychologist Olivia Sotiris was looking for a cool ocean breeze, sand
between her toes, and a break from her crazy, chaotic, and sometimes all-too-dangerous life. But when she escaped to the small Greek
island of Patmos, all she got were meddling grandmothers trying to marry her off. Can't they see that none of the men around interests
her—except Robby MacKay? Robby's packing list: 1. Synthetic blood 2. More synthetic blood 3. Jogging clothes (even vamps have to stay in
shape!) Robby needs to cool off, too, since all he can think about is revenge on the Malcontent bloodsuckers who once held him captive—but
then he meets Olivia, the beauty with wild curls and a tempting smile. When a deadly criminal from a case back home tracks her down,
Robby will have to save her life—along with giving her a first time she'll never forget . . .
An ancient evil. An unholy alliance. An eternal love. William Dark is a monster--a vampire who feeds on blood and fear. He is exactly what
Savannah Daniels needs. A year ago, Savannah's twin brother and his wife were brutally murdered. Savannah swore a vow of vengeance
against the man, the beast, that killed them. A beast that is now after her. And the only way to stop him is to give up her human life. Can she
convince William Dark, the most dangerous vampire on the East Coast, to transform her? Savannah and William enter into an unholy
alliance: he will change her and see that she receives her justice. In return, she must be his companion, his mate, for eternity. But Savannah
soon realizes that there is more at stake than just her life. Because once she tastes William's kiss, she knows that she may be in jeopardy of
losing her heart as well. Seduction has a dark power all its own. Should she trust a man who claims to have no soul?
Alicia's bloodthirsty daughter has disappeared. Alisa fears the evil she can do. Now she must kill the one she loves...
NATIONAL BESTSELLER · “Rice allows [her vampires] to do what they do best: wreak havoc and evoke terror. All while impeccably
dressed.” —The Washington Post The vampire world is in crisis ... Old vampires, roused from deep slumber in the earth, are doing the
bidding of a Voice commanding that they indiscriminately burn their kin in cities across the globe, from Paris to Mumbai, Hong Kong to San
Francisco. Left with little time to spare, a host of familiar characters including Louis de Pointe du Lac, Armand, and even the vampire Lestat,
must embark on a journey to discover who—or what—is driving this mysterious being.
The Classic, Bestselling Collection of 25 Short Stories
Vampire Love Story
A Novel of Vampire Love
All I Want for Christmas Is a Vampire
Loved (Book #2 in the Vampire Journals)
The Vampire Stalker

Two hot vampire romance novels by Tracey H. Kitts, combined for the very first time into VOLUME ONE of the Bite Me,
Vampire Romance Collection. The Bite Me Vampire Romance Collection, Volume One includes:1. Till the Break of Dawn2.
Frank and The Werewolf TamerTill the Break of DawnThanks to a bet with her best friend, Dawn is about to get involved
with the undead love of her life for the second time. So what if he's immortal. It could work, right? Warning: This book
contains graphic sex, graphic language, and one smoking hot vampire.Frank and The Werewolf TamerKatherine has had
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a hard time finding work, mostly because she's a vampire. Turns out, people aren't clamoring to work with the undead.
She goes to the massive theme park, Notte Oscura, as a last resort. What Katherine doesn't realize is, there's a lot more
waiting for her than just a job. Warning: This book contains graphic sex, graphic language, and violence.
A few hours ago, Sherry Carne would have sworn that vampires didn’t exist. That’s before rogue immortals rampage
through her store, leaving bloody chaos (literally) in their wake. The kicker comes when Sherry learns that one of the
vamps on the bad guys’ trail may be her life mate. Her head says it’s impossible. The rest of her takes one look at
Basileios Argeneau and has much more interesting ideas. Whatever Basil expected in a life mate, funny, outspoken
Sherry isn’t it. But mind-blowing chemistry and instinct don’t lie. They tell him something else, too—that Sherry’s
connection to the immortal world goes deeper than she knows. And that she’s in the kind of danger only Basil can save
her from—if she’ll just trust him, now and forever . . .
Medical research scientist Elena Arcos has always lived her life under the radar. When she is shot in a convenience store
robbery, Elena finds herself rocketed into supernatural insanity courtesy of a sexy immortal law enforcer. He's convinced
she's some kind of freaky half-vampire thing and that her deceased dad was the real deal: a blood sucking monster.
Yeah, right. Nikolai Itzov never anticipated battling the urge to kiss the offspring of his father's murderer. As a Slayer, an
elite law enforcer descended from Azrael himself, his orders from the Underveil General are clear: Kill her or die. Nikolai
and Elena find themselves in a life and death battle to stop a plot designed to lift the Underveil and enslave humans. With
her analytical mind and his centuries of training, they might be able to foil the plot with their lives and maybe their hearts
intact. But in order to succeed, he must help her become the very thing he hates the most: an Undead.
In the search for a cure to a viral pandemic, scientist Liz Meyer discovers something far more deadly...Vampires exist.
And what's even more amazing, they're immune to the virus. Liz is both afraid and intrigued. Gifted with dreams that
reveal the future, she sees how bad the pandemic will become. A blood sample could be the solution to a cure. Sexy
vampire Ryan awakens a desire within Liz, something she's never felt before. Too bad the rest of the coven want nothing
more than to feast on her blood. Can Liz get the blood she needs to find a cure? Or will it be her blood that's taken
instead? Fans of The Vampire Diaries series and authors like Ivy Smoak, Richelle Mead, and Bella Forest will love this scifi take on vampires. Kat Stiles is a USA Today Bestselling Author, and huge fan of both sci-fi and urban fantasy. Nearly
all of her stories include a super power of some kind and a strong, funny heroine. If you like The Vampire Cure, check out
her other series: Enhanced seriesConnected seriesModified series
Love Me to Death
Vampire Loves
My Love Forever
Allure of the Vampire King
The Vampire Games
Vampires, werewolves & witches live, love, and kill in the secret city of the dead… After
escaping from the Otherworld Crime Unit in Necropolis, Kellen Falcon comes to Nouveau Monde for
treatment of a rare vampire blood disease that he just happened to contract. But the European
hotbed of temptation yields sport no vampire can resist—werewolf criminologist Sophie St. Clair.
And with only days to live, Kellen seeks sweet release from her to escape a savage past. The
werewolf beauty isn’t one to stray from her pack. But an investigation into a downtown bombing
now ties the two together. It isn’t long before Kellen's smoldering eyes and Sophie's fierce
desire for this vampire puts her loyalties to the test, and risks even more destruction to her
city… If you like vampire bad boys, explosive action, betrayal and intrigue, you will love The
Wolf Who Saved Me! 4 ½ Stars – TOP PICK – RT Book Reviews “This is a fantastic supernatural
thriller from start to finish…the author takes two supernatural beings and makes us believe the
romance and attraction between them are real.” Previously published as “The Vampire’s Quest” by
Vivi Anna and Harlequin Nocturne, previously titled Blood Spills Otherworld Chronicles Books:
The Vampire Who Loved Me The Wolf Who Claimed Me The Witch Who Enchanted Me The Wolf Who Saved
Me The Vampire Who Seduced Me The Sangloup Who Cherished Me
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, AND WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER From New York Times
bestselling author Jay Kristoff comes Empire of the Vampire, the first illustrated volume of an
astonishing new dark fantasy saga. From holy cup comes holy light; The faithful hand sets world
aright. And in the Seven Martyrs’ sight, Mere man shall end this endless night. It has been
twenty-seven long years since the last sunrise. For nearly three decades, vampires have waged
war against humanity; building their eternal empire even as they tear down our own. Now, only a
few tiny sparks of light endure in a sea of darkness. Gabriel de León is a silversaint: a member
of a holy brotherhood dedicated to defending realm and church from the creatures of the night.
But even the Silver Order could not stem the tide once daylight failed us, and now, only Gabriel
remains. Imprisoned by the very monsters he vowed to destroy, the last silversaint is forced to
tell his story. A story of legendary battles and forbidden love, of faith lost and friendships
won, of the Wars of the Blood and the Forever King and the quest for humanity’s last remaining
hope: The Holy Grail.
I’m no one—just a magic-less woman who fled the supernatural world after being dumped and
humiliated by the most powerful vampire in Britain. He made me a laughing stock, a cautionary
tale. I had no choice but to leave. That was a long time ago. I got over the betrayal. Now, I’m
on the mend. But when an assassin tracks me down to London, claiming that a deadly power thrums
beneath my veins, only one person is strong enough to save my hide: Valentine Sargon—the Vampire
King who stole my virginity and broke my heart. He will help, but only if I move into a safe
house. With him. Valentine is as handsome as the devil, silver-tongued and seductive as sin. I
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don’t trust him or the way he hungers for my blood. But I’ve run out of choices and can’t
refuse.
"There's no other heart for me but yours." I am a demon of the night. A monster who craves
blood. Who yearns for the hunt. She came into my life. Upset my world. An angel with hell’s
power. I wanted to hate her. To destroy her. Kill her goodness. Then she made my heart beat
again. Showed me how to live. Loved me. But she doesn’t know what I’ve done. How I bathed the
world in blood. Changed history. My past will come for her. Try to destroy my angel. But I won’t
let it. The demon inside me must be unleashed again. In this full-length, paranormal romance
series, Steele introduces readers to a dark and sexy world full of vampires and witches. If you
like Laurell K. Hamilton and Anne Rice, you will LOVE this series! Scroll up and grab this
paranormal romance today! "Creative, dramatic and edgy- it's one of those (rare) books that make
you want to read it slow, not wanting it to end! Can I just live in this book?" - Customer
Review ????? "Lucien...dear Lord I love you! I can't tell you how much I love this series. I
promise you will not be disappointed." - Customer review ????? *** Keywords: vampire, vampire
novels, vampire series, paranormal romance, witches, forbidden love, love stories, magic,
action, dark romance, dark fantasy, true love
A Dystopian Paranormal Romance
Vampire Witch
Touch of Enchantment
I'm the Vampire, That's Why
Otherworld Chronicles, #1
Bite Me, Two Book Vampire Romance Collection (Volume One)
Book #1 of the bestselling "Vampire Love Story" series! Out for a late-night jog, mixed martial artist, Josiah Reign, crosses paths
with a group of drunken men assaulting a young woman. In a few short minutes, he takes care of her attackers...all five of them,
in fact. Little does Josiah know that this one act of goodwill will introduce him to a strange new world of dreams...and
nightmares. After all, the damsel in distress, Lena, is not who she seems, and her friends are the stuff of legends. Worse yet,
Josiah finds himself falling in love with not one, but two of these deadly creatures of the night. Josiah will soon learn that
befriending the undead has its consequences. And when he suffers a devastating loss that rocks his world, he will discover just
who he really is... and what he's willing to fight for. Luckily, fighting is what Josiah does best.
I wanted to find myself, so I joined the shadowy vampire world of Blood Courtesans, where blood and sex are money and
humans are sold to the highest bidder. Instead, I found love. And then he cut me loose. So I ran away to Jamaica to forget him.
My name is Abby, and now I ve stumbled into a world far, far worse than the Blood Courtesan circuit. The only one who can
save me is the one who swore he loved me too much to keep me. Welcome to the Blood Courtesans Series, where vampires are
real, rich, powerful̶and hungry. Blood is bought and sold like fine wine, and the best blood goes to the highest bidder. It's not
supposed to be about love...until it is. ETERNITY is Abby s story and is the sequel to RESIST, her sister Anya s story, which can
be purchased at your favorite ebook retailer.
Julian Kane is back in town… Once, as a girl of seventeen, beautiful, headstrong Portia Cabot saved the life of the dashing
vampire Julian Kane̶who marked her forever, then left to go in search of his soul. He returns five years later to find the
enchanting young girl he left behind grown into a bewitching woman with a woman's heart...and a woman's desires. Portia
quickly discovers that Julian's seductive and forbidden kiss can still make her crave the night...and his touch. But a recent spate
of murders makes Portia fear that the man she has always adored may truly be a monster. For years Julian has fought the
temptation to embrace his dark gifts, never realizing that Portia's love may give him the most dangerous gift of all...a reason to
live... Book 2 in Teresa Medeiros s LORDS OF MIDNIGHT Series, which includes After Midnight and The Vampire Who Loved Me
Teresa Medeiros is one of my all-time favorite authors! ̶Sherrilyn Kenyon, New York Times bestselling author If Jane
Austen had written Dracula, it would have been The Vampire Who Loved Me. Medeiros is magic! ̶Christina Dodd, New York
Times bestselling author Winning, sexy and saucy. An engaging romp for those who like their Regencies with a little
bite. ̶Publishers Weekly Masterful writing and unforgettable characters. A spellbinding tale that quite simply
mesmerizes. ̶Romantic Times The Vampire Who Loved Me proves once again why Teresa Medeiros is one of the most
beloved and popular authors writing today. Heart wrenching and magically romantic. Sure to earn a place on your keeper
shelf! ̶Romance Reviews Today ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDITION Regency romance, Vampire romance, Paranormal romance,
Humorous romance
My name is Bianka, and I live in a world a lot like yours. Or at least, I used to. Then I got harvested. Taken into eerie darkness
underneath the surface of my world, I've learned that cities like mine-Hidden Oaks-are just places that the vampires keep
humans until it's time to drink their blood. Now it's my turn. They're harvesting me. But I'm fighting hard, and the vampires
have noticed. A sponsor is buying me. A handsome, mysterious vampire with piercing eyes, who wants me to fight other
humans in The Vampire Games. If I lose, I'll be harvested. If I win, I'll join my sponsor, Phillip, as one of them. I'll be turned into a
vampire. All I must do to spend an eternity with Phillip is sell my soul. The scary part? I'd do a lot worse for him than that...
A Paranormal Vampire Romance Novel
The Vampire Queen
Vittorio, the Vampire
The Vampire Cure Series Book One
The Night Movers Vampire Series
Turned (Book #1 in the Vampire Journals)
Paranormal romance is a supernatural force to be reckoned with. Although packed with a menagerie of werewolves, shapeshifters and assorted
demons, its undisputed king is none other than our favourite centuries-old bloodsucker - the vampire. We're now living in a post-Buffy world of
dark urban fantasy à la Laurell K. Hamilton's Anita Blake, Sherrilyn Kenyon's irresistible Dark Hunters and the blood-lusting soul mates of
Christine Feehan. But it doesn't stop there. This Mammoth collection opens a vein to reveal the mind-boggling scope of the supercharged
phenomenon created when vampires met romance. Let the biggest and brightest names in the paranormal romance business take you hot on the
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haemoglobin trail of the sexiest creatures of the night. Witness the bewildering array of complex vampire codes of conduct, dark ritual and
dating practices, as they chat up the locals and engage in the most erotic encounters you will sink your teeth into this side of un-Death. These
ain't your mother's vampires!
All of her life, Bree had been treated badly by men. According to her mother, it was just the way it was with the women in her family and there
was no point in trying to fight it. There was no sense in dreaming about Prince Charming right out of the story books, he just didn't exist. She
had to accept her fate and move on. It was as simple as that. Bree craved love. She longed for a man to promise her his heart and soul and
protect her from the monsters that she had grown accustomed to. She prayed that her mother was wrong and that one day he would find her.
Join Marissa Jones, and her CIA colleagues, on an epic adventure, destroying Sunny Industries - an agency threatening to take over all other
agencies, and Marissa's parents. Follow Marissa through new experiences, new friendships, and new love.
So what if he's a bit older and usually regards a human female as dinner, not a dinner date? Yes, Roman Draganesti is a vampire, but a vampire
who lost one of his fangs sinking his teeth into something he shouldn't have. Now he has one night to find a dentist before his natural healing
abilities close the wound, leaving him a lop–sided eater for all eternity. Things aren't going well for Shanna Whelan either...After witnessing a
gruesome murder by the Russian mafia, she's next on their hit list. And her career as a dentist appears to be on a downward spiral because she's
afraid of blood. When Roman rescues her from an assassination attempt, she wonders if she's found the one man who can keep her alive.
Though the attraction between them is immediate and hot, can Shanna conquer her fear of blood to fix Roman's fang? And if she does, what
will prevent Roman from using his fangs on her...
How To Marry a Millionaire Vampire
Dead Collections
Eternity
The Vampire's Kiss
The Vampire Cure
Undeserving

The Vampire Who Loved MeAmber House Books
Sink your teeth into the first novel in New York Times bestselling author Michele Bardsley's Broken Heart
series. Broken Heart is the city with the highest rate of divorce and highest percentage of single parents
in Oklahoma. And I, Jessica Matthews, have been a member of that club ever since my husband dumped
me for his twenty-something secretary and then had the gall to die in a car accident. Now I’m not just a
single mother trying to make ends meet in this crazy world...I’m also a vampire. One minute I was taking
out the garbage; the next I awoke sucking on the thigh of superhot vampire Patrick O’Halloran, who’d
generously offered his femoral artery to save me. But though my stretch marks have disappeared and my
vision has improved, I can’t rest until the thing that did this to me is caught. My kids’ future is at
stake—figuratively and literally. As is my sex life. Although I wouldn’t mind finding myself attached to
Patrick’s juicy thigh again, I learned that once a vampire does the dirty deed, it hitches her to the object
of her affection for at least one hundred years. I just don’t know if I’m ready for that kind of commitment...
What if the characters in a vampire novel left their world - and came into yours? Amy is in love with
someone who doesn't exist: Alexander Banks, the dashing hero in a popular series of vampire novels.
Then one night, Amy meets a boy who bears an eerie resemblance to Alexander. In fact, he is Alexander,
who has escaped from the pages of the book and is in hot pursuit of a wicked vampire named Vigo.
Together, Amy and Alexander set out to track Vigo and learn how and why Alexander crossed over. But
when she and Alexander begin to fall for each other, Amy wonders if she even wants him to ever return to
the realm of fiction.
With Pandora, Anne Rice began a magnificent new series of vampire novels. Now, in the second of her
New Tales of the Vampires, she tells the mesmerizing story of Vittorio, a vampire in the Italian Age of
Gold. Educated in the Florence of Cosimo de' Medici, trained in knighthood at his father's mountaintop
castle, Vittorio inhabits a world of courtly splendor and country pleasures--a world suddenly threatened
when his entire family is confronted by an unholy power. In the midst of this upheaval, Vittorio is seduced
by the vampire Ursula, the most beautiful of his supernatural enemies. As he sets out in pursuit of
vengeance, entering the nightmarish Court of the Ruby Grail, increasingly more enchanted (and confused)
by his love for the mysterious Ursula, he finds himself facing demonic adversaries, war and political
intrigue. Against a backdrop of the wonders--both sacred and profane--and the beauty and ferocity of
Renaissance Italy, Anne Rice creates a passionate and tragic legend of doomed young love and lost
innocence.
Empire of the Vampire
The Vampire Who Loved Me
Evil Thirst
Prince Lestat
A Blood Courtesans Vampire Romance
Dead End Dating
Ferdinand is a Lithuanian vampire in Paris who is newly single and searching for love and has encounters with a tree-man, a teenage
vampire, and assorted humanoids as he cruises bars, visits a mansion, and goes into the forest.
Kiss Me Forever He's Hot. He's Sexy. He's Romantic. He's Immortal. If there is one thing Dixie LePage does not need in her life, it's
complications. And the man sitting across the table from her in a crowded English pub, the one offering to buy the library of her inherited
estate in a small English village, is a major complication. For starters, there's the broad shoulders. The slightly amused smirk. That
smoldering look that makes it impossible to concentrate. And that infuriating, old-fashioned, and well, okay, incredibly appealing sense of
chivalry. No doubt about it, the guy is hot and sexy. Of course, there is one wee little problem: He claims to be a vampire named Christopher
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Marlowe, as in THE Christopher Marlowe, famous playwright, contemporary of Will Shakespeare. Right. Amend that to hot, sexy, and totally
insane. Please see "no more complications." So why can't Dixie seem to resist the warmth of Christopher's charm, the protective feel of his
strong hands, or the tempting pull of his full mouth when the sun goes down. . .? Love Me Forever Does This Come In My Size? Justin
Corvus. That was the name of the gorgeous, dark-eyed charmer holding her hand in a sensual clasp, turning her knees into jelly. All
struggling, single mother Stella Schwartz meant to do was let her son, Sam, browse through books at Dixie's Vampire Emporium. She hadn't
counted on the shop assistant being a stylish super-hunk with the kind of Hugh Grant accent that makes a woman's thoughts wander through
a neighborhood called Take Me Now, Please. And to top it off, the man's a sweetheart. The way he picked up on the fact that she didn't have
two red cents for the Halloween costume Sam wanted but made it happen anyway? Total head-over-heels time. When Justin smiles at her,
it's as if he's known her forever. . .and when he asks for her phone number--to let her know when the costume is ready, of course--Stella can't
help wanting this feeling to go on forever. There's something very different about Justin Corvus. . .different and irresistible. . . For The First
Time Together-- Two Unforgettable Novels Of Passion By An Extraordinary New Voice In Romance Rosemary Laurey Discover one of
contemporary romance's brightest rising stars, Rosemary Laurey, in two remarkable novels complete in this volume. Enter a world where
enchantment runs wild, passions are white-hot, love is deliciously unexpected, and the hero is anything but safe. Experience this dazzling
new author and feel twice charmed, because with novels this good, you won't want to stop with just one. . .
Caitlin and Caleb embark together on their quest to find the one object that can stop the imminent vampire and human war: the lost sword.
Their search for Caitlin's father brings shocking news. But they are not the only ones searching for the legendary sword.
Alex knew Julia was meant to be his when he saw her as an eighteen year old off to university, but he decided to let her live a little before he
made his claim. After all, he was a nine hundred and fifty year old vampire and he had waited this long to find love, so he could wait a little
longer. A year on and Julia is engaged, then married to someone else. Alex thought his chance at love with Julia was gone. Years later a
terrible accident leaves Julia with a devastating tragedy that no parent should have to go through, and her marriage breaks down. Julia then
finds herself back home in Yorkshire and applying for a Job with Alex's company Night Movers. Will Alex convince Julia to be his after all she
has been through? And can she accept the fact that he is a born immortal vampire? Gina has sacrificed her happiness to stay in her marriage
for the sake of her family for many years. Nik, a vampire and co-owner of Night Movers is in love with Gina, but she lacks confidence in
herself and can never accept that someone like Nik could love her. Will Nik convince her that she's all he needs?
An Urban Fantasy
The Vampire who Loved Me
The Witch and the Vampire King
Kiss Me Forever/Love Me Forever
The Vampire and the Virgin

Can a bumbling witch lost in time find her own knight in shining armor? When cool-headed scientist and
inept witch Tabitha Lennox inherits her mother's mysterious amulet, she doesn't expect to be hurled
seven centuries into the past--directly into the path of a surly but gorgeous knight on a quest for
vengeance. Sir Colin of Ravenshaw finds himself beguiled by this strange woman who smells like baby
shampoo and introduces him to the culinary delights of the Big Mac. Although he is honor-bound to burn
her at the stake, Colin soon discovers it is his own heart that is aflame for this enchanting woman he
must not love, but cannot live without. Book 2 in Teresa’s LENNOX MAGIC Series, which includes
Breath of Magic and Touch of Enchantment “Fine and funny!”—Publishers Weekly “Utterly enchanting,
jubilant and magical!”—Romantic Times “Medeiros’s sense of fun and whimsy produce a delightfully
magical story with a fairy tale quality.”—Library Journal “Delightful! This is what romantic fantasy is all
about.”—Heartland Critiques “Medeiros is magic!”—Christina Dodd, New York Times bestselling author
“A superb storyteller. Medeiros can pull every last emotion from the reader with tear-inducing scenes
and laugh-out-loud dialogue.”—Booklist ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDITION Time travel romance,
Paranormal romance, Historical romance, Contemporary romance
It's not easy being the worst vampire ever Tandi may have been killed by ghouls, but now she's a brand
new vampire. And she's determined to be the best. But determination can't take her very far when she
won't even kill a deer for its blood. Not to mention she's not as subservient to her master--the Prince of
Vampires--as she should be. Despite him being a dead hot guy, and powerful enough to have broken free
of the Queen's influence. Little does she know that the Queen of Vampires wants her Prince back, and
Tandi's about to get caught in the middle. Just as well the Prince is unusually protective of her, even if
she is trying to hide her developing feelings for him. Because when they're invited to a wedding, and the
Queen will plan Tandi's death there. And the crown-wearing vamp has several ways to do it. But Tandi is
full of surprises herself. When a disreputable cat turns up promising to help, together with the gorgeous
Prince they hatch a plan. It's dangerous. Maybe even deadly. But if everything goes just right, they
might just have a chance. Of course, when does anything go just right? Maybe being killed by ghouls
wasn't such a bad thing after all. The Vampire Queen is the third book in the Urban/Paranormal Wheel of
Crowns series by Brandi Elledge. With the same quirky humour and sass as the first two books in the
series, you'll laugh as you're glued to the pages until the very end.
Vampires, werewolves & witches live, love, and kill in the secret city of the dead… Vampire Caine
Valorian and his Otherworld Crime Unit crack all the unusual cases before any humans take notice.
When a young woman is found ritualistically murdered in the Otherworlder city of Necropolis, it's his
team of professionals with paranormal gifts who must stop the nameless evil stalking the streets. As the
team sinks deeper into the workings of the case, Caine's attraction to the alluring human investigator,
Eve, is causing his blood to boil and he battles urges he hasn’t dealt with in decades. With war brewing
between species, the all-consuming passion between a human and a vampire won't be the only thing to
spill on the city's mean streets… If you like hot sexy vampires, enemies to lovers, and action-packed
plots, then The Vampire Who Loved Me is the perfect book to take a bite out of! "If you like CSI, you'll
love this smart, sexy & suspenseful trip through Necropolis where the villains are vamps, werewolves &
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witches -- and so are the good guys" - Rebecca York, NYT Bestselling Author Previously published as
Blood Secrets by Vivi Anna and Harlequin Nocturne, previously titled Blood Doesn’t Lie on other
platforms.
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